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Figure 1: Examples of various semantic search scenarios supported in Olio. (A) Q&A. For an input query, “How has the trend of
movie budgets changed over time for different genres?,” Olio detects that it is a Q&A search with an analytical intent, ‘trend.’

A curated data source, ‘movies,’ is the top-scored match to the query, and the system generates a multivariate line chart

response. A generated text summary describes the visualization as shown. Pre-authored visualization content is also displayed

as thumbnails below the generated response as additional information. (B) Exploratory Search. Olio identifies the input query,

“elections,” as a keyword search query and shows pre-authored visualizations with text content pertaining to ‘elections.’ (C)

Design Search. The query, “treemap stocks” is identified as a search of all content containing treemap visualizations pertaining

to ‘stocks.’ Olio returns a set of relevant pre-authored visualizations for the query and displays them as thumbnails. The

thumbnails are linked to the actual visualizations if the user desires to continue with their analytical workflow.

ABSTRACT

Search and information retrieval systems are becomingmore expres-
sive in interpreting user queries beyond the traditional weighted
bag-of-words model of document retrieval. For example, searching
for a flight status or a game score returns a dynamically generated
response along with supporting, pre-authored documents contex-
tually relevant to the query. In this paper, we extend this hybrid
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search paradigm to data repositories that contain curated data
sources and visualization content. We introduce a semantic search
interface,Olio, that provides a hybrid set of results comprising both
auto-generated visualization responses and pre-authored charts to
blend analytical question-answering with content discovery search
goals. We specifically explore three search scenarios - question-
and-answering, exploratory search, and design search over data
repositories. The interface also provides faceted search support for
users to refine and filter the conventional best-first search results
based on parameters such as author name, time, and chart type.
A preliminary user evaluation of the system demonstrates that
Olio’s interface and the hybrid search paradigm collectively afford
greater expressivity in how users discover insights and visualization
content in data repositories.
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CCS CONCEPTS

• Human-centered computing→ Visualization; Natural lan-
guage interfaces; • Information systems→ Specialized infor-
mation retrieval.
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1 INTRODUCTION

User expectations of search interfaces are evolving. Search engines
are increasingly expected to answer questions along with provid-
ing contextually relevant content that help address a searcher’s
goal [30]. Existing keyword-based search methods are mostly de-
signed for content retrieval. Their main underlying drawback is
limited support for structured query types that generally expect
focused and specific responses. Natural language (NL) question &
answering (Q&A) interfaces, on the other hand, support more fact-
finding inquiry but do not support content or document discovery
and retrieval. To bridge the gap between these two contrasting
search paradigms, a hybrid approach called semantic search [46]
applies user intent and the meaning (i.e., semantics) of words and
phrases to determine the right content that might not be present
immediately in the text (the keywords themselves) but is closely
tied to what the searcher wants [18]. The information retrieval tech-
nique goes beyond simple keyword matching by using information
such as entity recognition, word disambiguation, and relationship
extraction to interpret the searcher’s intent in the queries. For ex-
ample, keyword search can find documents with the query, “French
press,” while queries such as “How do I make quickly make strong
coffee?” or “manual coffee brewing methods” are better served by
semantic search to produce targeted responses.

With an increase in the number of data repositories on the web,
including structured data in the form of relational databases, files,
and knowledge graphs, there is a plethora of information that sup-
ports the blend of generating responses to fact-finding questions
with document retrieval [43]. Along similar lines, data reposito-
ries and visualization tools such as Observable [77], Tableau Pub-
lic [100], and Microsoft Power BI Partner Showcase [72] host hun-
dreds or thousands of visualizations representing a wide range
of datasets, making them rich platforms for knowledge sharing
and consumption. Search plays a pivotal role in these repositories,
providing people the ability to winnow in on content they are inter-
ested in (e.g., charts on a specific topic, charts showing data trends
and bespoke visualizations such as Sankey diagrams, or charts au-
thored by a particular person). Current search systems tend to rely
on document-retrieval techniques to provide relevant search results
for a given query. However, the challenge with data repositories
lies in the sparseness of searchable text within them; data sources

and charts often have limited text information in the form of titles,
captions, and textual data values, for example. There is a need to
explore alternative ways to index and search for content based on
this limited availability of textual information.

Another challenge is that current search features for data reposi-
tories offer limited expressivity in specifying search queries, restrict-
ing users to predominantly perform keyword search for content
based on the visualizations’ titles and authors. In contrast, other
contemporary search interfaces such as general web search, im-
age and video search, and social networking sites enable users to
find and discover content through a rich combination of textual
content (e.g., keywords or topics covered in a website), visual fea-
tures within the content (e.g., looking for images with a specific
background color), dates (e.g., only viewing videos from the re-
cent week), geographic locations (e.g., limiting search to certain zip
codes or cities), and even different types of media (e.g., searching
for similar images through features like reverse image search).

Designing expressive search interfaces for data repositories re-
quires gaining a deeper empirical understanding of people’s search
requirements, given the current limitations of these systems. For
instance, what goals do people have in mind when using search
in the context of data repositories? How do people formulate their
search queries? Is text alone a sufficient modality for search? If not,
what are complementary/alternative modalities to consider? What
supporting metadata do people want to query for or use to filter
the search results?

Contributions. To explore these research questions, we first con-
ducted a set of formative user elicitation interviews with 14 par-
ticipants who regularly search for visualizations or are involved
in the design of search interfaces within mainstream visualization
tools and data repositories. Findings from the interviews identified
search scenarios specific to content exploration for data reposito-
ries and motivated the design and implementation of Olio1, an
interface that supports semantic search behavior by dynamically
generating visualization responses and pre-authored visualizations
for data repositories. Specifically, the interface implements three
search scenarios on a semantic search framework: Q&A search by
interpreting analytical intent over a set of curated data sources, ex-
ploratory search using document-based information retrieval meth-
ods on existing indexed visualization content, and design search by
leveraging visualization metadata for the content (Figure 1). The
interface also supports facet-driven browsing to prune the search
results by author name, time range, and visualization type. Em-
ploying Olio as a design probe, we conducted a qualitative study
with 11 participants to gain feedback on the implemented metadata
and querying features, identify system design and implementation
challenges, and better understand user behavior.

The study confirmed that the semantic search paradigm sup-
ports the different data repository search goals. We observed that
the ability to perform both Q&A and search for pre-authored con-
tent facilitated a fluid analytic search experience but raised new
questions about user expectations from search systems and the
style of user interaction. Lastly, from our observational data and
participant feedback, we highlight promising directions for future

1The word Olio is defined as ‘a miscellaneous collection’, reflecting the hybrid mix of
search content displayed in the interface [69]
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work on visualization search interfaces, including better support for
creating curated data sources, the need for scaffolding (i.e., support
to help with the discoverability of features or functionality in a
user interface [88]) and building trust in the system behavior and
exploring additional search paradigms and modalities.

2 RELATEDWORK

Prior research relating to search systems in the context of visual
analysis generally falls into three main categories: (1) semantic web
search systems, (2) natural language interfaces (NLIs) for visual
analysis, and (3) search interfaces for visualizations.

2.1 Semantic Web Search Systems

Semantic search was initiated as a document search technique to
improve searching precision by understanding the purpose of the
search (i.e., intent) and the contextual significance of words as
they appear in the searchable data space to generate more relevant
results [46]. Approaches to semantic web search can roughly be
divided into those systems based on structured query languages [29,
39, 51, 58, 80, 101], keyword-based approaches [22, 49, 63, 103, 111],
where queries consist of lists of keywords, and natural-language-
based approaches [26, 32, 38, 64, 65]. Our work is inspired by the
body of semantic search techniques where we explore how we can
support various search scenarios (i.e., Q&A, exploratory, and design
search) for exploring data repositories.

Early research focused on the problem of augmenting traditional
text search with additional metadata using ontological techniques
to increase recall and precision [14, 21, 45, 75]. Our work explores
semantic augmentation in the context of data repository search
by considering additional metadata pertaining to attributes in cu-
rated data sources, such as synonyms and related concepts, as well
as metadata that describes the pre-authored content, such as the
visualization type, data attributes, and author name.

To support targeted Q&A in semantic search, systems have ex-
plored ways for accurately detecting NL patterns and phrases that
represent temporal intents such as "in the 20th century" or spatial
intents such as "in Europe” [62]. Typical approaches in this direction
involve a combination of statistical techniques (syntactic parsing)
and semantic operations to identify ontology concepts in the user’s
input. For instance, QUERIX [59] combines the Stanford CoreNLP
parser with WordNet to recognize salient phrases from NL user
queries [61]. Other Q&A systems apply linguistic processing to
the question, identifying named entities and other query-relevant
phrases [25, 95, 106]. Olio identifies a set of analytical intents (e.g.,
trends, location, groupings, aggregations, filters) in the queries for
supporting Q&A in a data-oriented semantic search context.

More recently, web search engines blend complementary search
experiences of machine-generated results with pre-authored doc-
uments and web pages [35]. Search platforms [2, 6] have made
updates to their search algorithms that place greater emphasis on
search queries, considering overall context and meaning over indi-
vidual keywords. The algorithm employs form-based or ‘template’
queries to answer questions at scale in real-time such as the weather,
flight status, or the current score of a basketball game. The premise
of our research is to explore a similar search paradigm, specifically

in the context of data repositories, where we explore the interpre-
tation of queries containing bespoke analytical intents in addition
to keyword search.

Traditional information retrieval methods rely on large amounts
of searchable text content. However, multimedia repositories that
include videos and images, have limited searchable text content. To
this end, research in multimedia retrieval has explored metadata
extraction techniques to improve the precision and recall of the
search algorithms. Techniques include constructing bag-of-word
image descriptors from the associated text in documents referring to
other similar images [104], analyzing visual features in images [54],
parsing XML descriptors in MPEG video files [47], and object and
scene retrieval in videos [93], to name a few. Our work addresses
an analogous problem when searching data repositories, given
the sparseness of searchable text content. We include additional
semantics for both data sources and visualizations using ontological
enrichment from external corpora, along with properties extracted
from the XML properties in the visualizations.

2.2 NLIs for Visual Analysis

NLIs for visual analysis specifically support dynamic Q&A in the
larger context of semantic search experience. Systems like Data-
Tone [44] support analytical Q&A, producing a chart according
to that inference and then providing ambiguity widgets through
which the user could adjust the system’s default choice. Eviza [87]
and Analyza [34] extend that premise through contextual inferenc-
ing. Evizeon [53] and Orko [99] explore the notion of pragmatics in
analytical conversation by using the knowledge of data attributes,
values, and data-related expressions.

Commercial visualization Q&A systems [7, 9, 72] have evolved
over the years to better understand a user’s analytical intent ex-
pressed in NL and provide reasonable visualization responses. The
forms of inferring intent typically rely on explicitly named data
attributes, values, and chart types in the user’s input queries. Ask
Data [89] handles various analytical expressions in NL form, such as
grouping of attributes, aggregations, filters, and sorts. The system
also handles impreciseness around vague numerical concepts such
as ‘cheap’ and ‘high’ by inferring a range based on the underlying
statistical properties of the data.

However, these systems assume that the data source or dash-
board is already preselected before interpreting the queries. Further,
they tend to focus on a subset of semantic search (primarily Q&A).
Our work explores how analytical search intent can be interpreted
to support the various flavors of search across multiple repositories
of data sources and visualizations.

2.3 Search interfaces for Visualizations

Large-scale search platforms for visualizations have focused on
experiences to help users reason and analyze data sets of interest.
ManyEyes, a web-based service, combined public data sharing with
interactive visualizations [105]. Users could upload and visualize
data on the web, facilitating the sharing and discussion of visual-
izations. Morton et al. [76] used Tableau Public as a platform to
analyze the use of online visual analysis systems and point out that
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there is a need for improvement of web-based visualization analyt-
ics systems to better support both search and content diversity of
visualization designs.

Past research also highlights a need for search tools and inter-
faces to be better integrated into users’ authoring workflows. Battle
et al. suggest new user experiences, such as design search where
the visualization community could easily find D3 content based
on chart types, visual style, and structure to help translate their
ideas into often complex and bespoke visualizations [17]. Hoque
and Agrawala [52] present a search engine for D3 visualizations
collected from the web that allows queries based on their visual
style and underlying structure. Their search engine indexes the
marks and encoding, along with visual style and layout, to support
the exploration of D3 charts with specific design characteristics.
SightLine is a web portal that passively collects and organizes vi-
sualizations to explore the design space of visualizations on the
web [86]. By preserving the context of each visualization visit, the
tool enables personal provenance through the discovery and explo-
ration of trending visualizations, as well as a more targeted search
by querying the metadata collected for each visualization. Along
these lines, Observable has the provision for specifying search
tags to restrict and combine search terms [78]. The tags stem from
metadata properties for these notebooks, including author, title,
collection name, etc. [70].

Building on prior research, our work recognizes the various sce-
narios for search in the context of data repositories and explores
a semantic search user experience for supporting these scenarios
within a unified interface. Olio serves as a research probe to ex-
plore the interpretation of search intent against data sources and
visualizations by utilizing their underlying metadata.

3 IDENTIFYING SEARCH SCENARIOS FOR

DATA REPOSITORIES

To better understand the types of search tasks people would find
useful when searching over data repositories, we conducted a se-
ries of interviews. We sought to collect a broad perspective from
users spanning different backgrounds (e.g., programmers vs. non-
programmers) and roles (e.g., visualization designers, consultants,
casual viewers, or consumers). We recruited 14 participants (7 fe-
males, 7 males), including seven visualization designers or consul-
tants, three productmanagers involved in the design of visualization
repositories, and four software engineers and designers. Partici-
pants had working experience with visualization repositories for
tools like Tableau (e.g., Tableau Public), Microsoft Power BI (e.g.,
Power BI Partner Showcase), D3 (e.g., D3’s Observable Example
Gallery), and general experience searching for visualizations on
Google.

Interviews were conducted remotely and lasted 30-45 minutes.
We asked participants about their backgrounds (e.g., their job de-
scriptions, visualization repositories they use actively) and then
asked them to share their experience, including the scenarios in
which they search data or visualization repositories, current limita-
tions, and areas for improvement in terms of the search experience,
and metadata they find most relevant during visualization search.
We qualitatively analyzed the session transcripts and used an affin-
ity diagramming approach to iteratively group similar comments

(e.g., comments referring to searching for visualizations with a spe-
cific title or by an author, comments referring to using chart type as
part of the search query). We combined these groups under broader
clusters of different scenarios search is used in as well as the most
relevant search querying features. Below, we summarize the key
findings from our formative interviews in terms of the user goals
and metadata features most relevant to search in the context of
data repositories containing both datasets and pre-authored charts.

3.1 Search Scenarios

We identified three key user goals or scenarios for search in the
context of data repositories.

• Question & Answering (Q&A). One common goal echoed by
participants, particularly those who worked with organization-
specific repositories hosting several data sources, was to leverage
search to answer analytic questions. This goal is similar to in-
formation lookup [50] in the broader web search context where
user queries map to brief and discrete pieces of information (e.g.,
entities, dates, computed values). However, with data reposito-
ries, participants wanted to issue analytic questions (e.g., “What
are sales trends across regions?,” “highest covid cases by country” )
and get an appropriate response containing visualization and/or
text generated from the available data sources.

• Exploratory Search. In line with the notion of exploratory
search in web search [68], participants wanted to leverage data
repositories to learn about a topic through available charts and
data. Examples of exploratory search queries include “NFL drafts,”
“USA covid trends,” or “Fifa world cup.” Such queries are typically
open-ended and do not provide refined filtering criteria beyond
the topic itself. For instance, one participant (a visualization con-
sultant) referred to exploratory search as one of his prominent
goals during the initial stages of customer interactions. He high-
lighted the example of searching for visualizations on “private
equity dashboards" on Tableau Public during his recent interac-
tion with a client at an investment firm. Describing her use cases
for search, another participant (a visualization designer) alluded
to exploratory search as one of her frequent search goals, stating
“I often use search to see a few examples of what people create and
to hunt for data sources about a topic."

• Design Search. The ability to find visualizations based on de-
sign features (e.g., chart type, color) was another popular use
case for search, especially among the seven participants who
were designers/consultants or novice visualization authors. De-
sign search query examples include “sunburst chart," “bar and
line combination chart," or “map with icons." Based on anecdotes
shared by the participants, this type of search is typically per-
formed when users are looking for learning resources (e.g., a
novice D3 developer looking for examples of force-directed lay-
outs created with D3, a Tableau user trying to create a bespoke
visualization like a Sankey diagram) or trying to understand de-
sign practices and find inspiration for their own work (e.g., using
searches like “maps with a dark background” to find examples of
charts with specific color constraints).

Note that these scenarios are neither exhaustive nor mutually exclu-
sive. For instance, three participants mentioned “targeted search”
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as another scenario, where the intent was to retrieve a specific
chart or dataset that the users knew existed in the repository. How-
ever, we do not explicitly call this scenario out as it would inher-
ently be supported by any search system that supports exploratory
search (e.g., users can include specific and precise terms during
exploratory search to retrieve the desired content). Furthermore,
queries like “sales by state and segment as a heatmap" or “maps show-
ing covid trends," combine Q&A and design search, and design and
exploratory search, respectively. We also asked participants to rank
the scenarios in terms of frequency/importance. The responses,
however, were fairly mixed and there was no single primary goal or
a specific ordering of scenarios that stood out across participants.

Thus, rather than being a definitive and ordered set, the three
scenarios listed above are primarily intended to serve as guidance
for broad categories of user tasks to keep in mind when designing
search systems for data repositories.

Besides understanding when and why people use search in data
repositories (i.e., the above scenarios), to design and implement
an effective search system, we also wanted to identify what infor-
mation people find most relevant while searching and browsing
visualizations. To this end, combining the participants’ comments
and search documentation for platforms like Observable [70] and
Tableau Server [28], we curated a list of the most prominent meta-
data fields that we focus on in our prototype. These fields include
the visualization title and description, the chart type (e.g., ‘bar
chart,’ ‘map,’ ‘heatmap’), graphical encodings such as mark type,
the visualization author, and the chart’s creation date.

3.2 Design Considerations

Combining the feedback from the formative interviews with guide-
lines and findings from prior work on visualization search (e.g., [52,
86, 105]), web and image search interfaces (e.g., [50, 68, 92]), and
NLIs for visual analysis (e.g., [90, 97, 102]).

DC1. Support a unified experience that supports all three

search scenarios. As we discussed the different search scenarios
during the formative study, participants noted that they would
ideally want the same interface and modality to perform the differ-
ent tasks. Thus, one consideration for us while building Olio was
to design a seamless experience that supported a common input
modality (NL) and blended Q&A (a task commonly performed on
data source collections) with exploratory and design search (tasks
commonly performed with pre-authored visualization repositories).

DC2. Support linguistic variations in queries. Both prior work
on NLIs for visualization (e.g., [89, 97, 102]) and web search (e.g., [16,
92]) has shown that people use a variety of phrasings in search
queries to accomplish the same goal. Even during our interviews,
participants used linguistically varied examples while discussing
the same goal (e.g., “What are sales trends across regions?” vs. “sales
by region over time”). Accommodating such user behavior, a second
design consideration for Olio was that the system should support
a variety of query formats - terse keywords as well as queries
phrased as questions or sentence fragments, with an understanding
of analytical intent relevant to data repositories in either case.

DC3. Show textual responses and provide guidance for Q&A

queries.When discussing Q&A scenarios, we asked participants

Figure 2: Olio’s landing screen. (A) A search input box with

a placeholder query suggestion generated based on one of

the available data sources. (B) Thumbnail previews of some

available data sources. Here, hovering over the ‘Housing’

data source shows a tooltip displaying metadata about the

data source’s attributes and values. (C) A sampling of pre-

authored visualizations available for search.

about the types of visualizations they would expect for different
queries. During these conversations, in line with prior research
on information lookup on the web [68], participants noted that
besides charts, it may be valuable to “provide a text response to a
text query,” suggesting the inclusion of complementary text along
with a generated chart. To this end, we noted that given a Q&A
query, Olio should not only select an appropriate data source and
generate a chart but also text content that leverages the chart to
help answer the input query. Furthermore, since Q&A queries can
map to multiple data sources and users may not be aware of the
available data source and fields, the system should guide users to
ask questions (e.g., via query suggestions) and provide metadata
information on the relevant data sources (e.g., available data fields
and values to query).

DC4. Provide visual summaries and filtering options for

search results. One struggle that was echoed by several partici-
pants was that current visualization search systems do not provide
an easy way to comprehend and sift through results beyond manual
inspection. To overcome this limitation with current systems, we
noted that the system should provide visual summaries and support
dynamic filtering [13] to help people get an overview, organize, and
create meaningful facets of the visualization search results.

4 OLIO

Olio is designed as an interface that supports semantic search be-
havior by dynamically generating visualization responses and pre-
authored visualizations from data repositories. Below, we describe
Olio’s interface through a brief usage scenario and subsequently
detail the key system components and implementation.

4.1 Interface

The interface initially shows a landing screen that displays a sam-
pling of data sources available for Q&A search (Figure 2). A user
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can hover over a data source thumbnail and view its corresponding
metadata information (DC3). The user then types a search query,
“housing prices usa” in the input text box (Figure 3A). The system
detects that token ‘usa’ is a geographic location and searches for a
relevant data source in its data repository. Olio finds the housing
data source to be a match, and a map is dynamically generated
as a Q&A response to the query (Figure 3B). In addition, as part
of exploratory search, the query tokens are used as keywords to
match any pre-authored visualizations (DC1). A grid of thumb-
nails is displayed to serve as a preview to the user for browsing
and exploration (Figure 3C). Each thumbnail is hyperlinked to its
corresponding visualization file that the user can choose to peruse
in more detail or download to their local machine. The title, author
name, and creation date of the visualization are displayed below
each thumbnail to provide additional context. Scented widgets [107]
appear on the right side of the exploratory search panel to support
faceted browsing of the pre-authored visualizations (Figure 3D).
The user can narrow down the search results by simultaneously
applying one or more filters, namely, author name, visualization
type, and the creation date (DC4).

4.2 System Overview

Olio is implemented as a web-based application using Python
and a Flask backend connected to a Node.js frontend. We leverage
Elasticsearch [5], an open-source Java search engine that is designed
to be distributive, scalable, and with near real-time query execution
performance. As a result, Olio can scale to a large number of data
repositories for indexing and search. Figure 4 illustrates a high-level
depiction of the system’s architecture, with the following main
components: query classifier, parser, semantic search framework,
Q&A module, and the general search module.

=

Figure 3: The Olio interface. (A) Search input box. (B) Dy-

namically generated content, including a chart on the right

and text highlighting the key takeaway messages from the

chart on the left. Users can hover the mouse cursor over the

õ icon to display a dataset summary tooltip similar to Fig-

ure 2B. (C) Top 50 pre-authored visualizations that map to

the input query. (D) Scented widgets that support dynamic

filtering of the pre-authored content results.

Figure 4: System architecture overview showing the various

components: query classifier, parser, semantic search frame-

work, Q&A and general search modules. The query classifier

first checks for the presence of tokens that refer to fields

from the data sources and analytical intents from the parsed

query. If present, dynamically generated visualizations from

Q&A search component are rendered, along with general

search components (exploratory and design), returning pre-

authored visualization results.

A repository of curated data sources is included in the system
for Q&A search. The data sources could be any tabular CSV file,
but for the purpose of this prototype, we include eight data sources
across a variety of familiar topics such as sales [8, 19], sports [1],
world events [4], entertainment [15], and civic issues [10, 11]. The
datasources varied in the number of attributes as well as their
cardinality, including 4-20 columns and ∼300-28,000 rows.

4.3 Data Repositories and Metadata

Unlike traditional document search, data sources and visualiza-
tions tend to be text-sparse, with limited searchable text content.
Hence, Olio augments the data repositories with additional meta-
data and semantics that helps the system’s understanding and in-
terpretation of the search queries. Specifically, attributes and values
in the data sources are linked to ontological concepts, including
synonyms (e.g., ‘film’ and ‘movie’) [82] and related terms (e.g.,
‘theft,’ ‘burglary,’ and ‘crime’) [73]. The system includes a small
hierarchy of hypernyms and hyponyms, from Wordnet [37], whose
depth typically ranges up or down to two hierarchical levels (e.g.,
[‘𝑏𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒,′ ‘𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑘′] → [‘𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑜,′ ‘𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑛𝑜′]). The metadata
also includes data types (i.e., ‘text,’ ‘date,’ ‘Boolean,’ ‘geospatial,’
‘temporal,’ and ‘numeric’) and attribute semantics, such as currency
type (e.g., United States Dollar). This information could also be in-
ferred using existing data pattern matching techniques [12, 23, 83].
The metadata also identifies attributes that are measures (i.e., at-
tributes that can be measured, aggregated, or used for mathematical
operations) and dimensions (i.e., fields that cannot be aggregated
except as count). This final set of metadata information is then
added to the semantic search framework.

The pre-authored content is a set of 75, 000 visualizations sourced
from Tableau Public [100], a free community-based platform. The
topics of the visualizations are reflective of that demographic of
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Figure 5: A JSON list of visualization types and their concepts

that are stored as metadata to support design search.

users and include themes such as natural calamities, health, world
events, financial news, entertainment, and sports, for example.

Given the XML visual specification of the Tableau workbooks,
the system traverses the DOM structure and indexes any text meta-
data that can be extracted from the visualizations, similar to tech-
niques described in [48]. Extracted metadata includes the visualiza-
tion title, caption, tags, description, author name, and profile, the
visualization marks encoded in the visualization, and the visualiza-
tion type. To support design search for recognizing visualization
typesmentioned in the search query (DC2), we include a general list
of visualization types and their linguistic variants in the semantic
search framework, as shown in Figure 5.

While we focused on CSV data sources and Tableau visualiza-
tions, the architecture for Olio is extensible to include any new or
additional data repositories, including D3 and Vega-lite charts, and
knowledgebase articles, for example.
We now describe the rest of Olio’s system components in detail.

4.4 Query Classifier

Olio takes as input an NL search query that is passed to the query
classifier. The classifier supports federated query search [91], which
is the process of distributing a query to multiple search reposito-
ries and combining results into a single, consolidated search result.
Thus, for users, it appears as if they were interacting with a single
search instance (DC1). In this context, a user can search Olio over
heterogeneous data repositories (i.e., both data sources and visual-
izations) without having to change or modify how they structure
the query input. The query classifier passes the search tokens to a
parser and the data source search index (which is part of the seman-
tic search framework) and determines if Olio needs to generate a
Q&A search to dynamically generate visualization responses, or
simply general search that supports both exploratory and design
searches. Algorithm 1 describes the query classification process.
At a high level, the query classifier passes the query tokens to
the parser (line 7) to determine if the query contains any analytic
intents such as aggregation, correlation, temporal, or geospatial ex-
pression (refer to Section 4.5 for more details). The query classifier
also passes the query tokens to the semantic search framework (re-
fer to Section 4.6 for more details) to determine if the query tokens
match fields in any of the data sources (e.g., ‘prices’→ Price in

the housing data source) and the normalized match score is greater
than a predetermined threshold (line 10). In practice, we found
that 𝑓 𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ = 2 and 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ = .3 provided a reasonable
threshold for relevant data source matches. If both conditions, i.e.,
the presence of an analytical intent and the match score meets the
threshold criteria, then Q&A search is first invoked to dynamically
generate visualization responses to the given query (line 13); else,
general search is invoked to return pre-authored content from the
data repository (line 16).

Algorithm 1 Classifies the search behavior based on whether the
query contains an analytical intent and there is a match on one or
more of the curated data sources in Olio.
1: functionQueryClassifier(𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑟𝑦)

⊲ Boolean to check if there is an analytical intent in query
2: ℎ𝑎𝑠𝐴𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑦𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡 ← 𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒

⊲ Boolean to check if there is a data source match
3: ℎ𝑎𝑠𝐷𝑆𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ ← 𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒

⊲ Contains the match scores for 𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑟𝑦 and each data source, 𝑑𝑠
4: 𝑑𝑠𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑠 ← 𝑔𝑒𝑡𝐷𝑆𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑠 (𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑟𝑦, 𝑑𝑠)

⊲ Contains the normalized match scores for 𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑟𝑦 and each
data source, 𝑑𝑠

5: 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑠 ← 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚(𝑑𝑠𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑠)
⊲ Predetermined thresholds set for field match in 𝑑𝑠 and
𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑠

6: 𝑓 𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ, 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ

⊲ Check if the parsed query contains an analytical intent
7: if (𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑠𝑒𝐹𝑜𝑟𝐴𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑦𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡 (𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑟𝑦) then
8: ℎ𝑎𝑠𝐴𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑦𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡 ← 𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒

9: end if

⊲ Check if the query tokens match fields in 𝑑𝑠 and
normalized match score to 𝑑𝑠 is greater than a pre-determined
thresold

10: if (𝑑𝑠𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑠 [′ 𝑓 𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑𝑠′] > 𝑓 𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ) and
(𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑠 > 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ)) then

11: ℎ𝑎𝑠𝐷𝑆𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ ← 𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒

12: end if

⊲ If 𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑟𝑦 has an analytical intent and contains tokens
matching a 𝑑𝑠 , invoke Q&A search before general search, else
just invoke general search.

13: if (ℎ𝑎𝑠𝐴𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑦𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡 and ℎ𝑎𝑠𝐷𝑆𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ) then
14: 𝑖𝑛𝑣𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑄&𝐴𝑆𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑐ℎ(𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑟𝑦, 𝑑𝑠)
15: end if

16: 𝑖𝑛𝑣𝑜𝑘𝑒𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑆𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑐ℎ(𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑟𝑦)
17: end function

4.5 Parser

The parser removes stopwords (e.g., ‘a’, ‘the’) and conjunctions /
disjunctions (e.g., ‘and,’ ‘or’) from the search query and extracts a list
of n-gram tokens (e.g., “Seattle house prices”→ [Seattle], [house],
[prices], [house prices], [Seattle house prices], etc.). The parser
employs a Cocke-Kasami-Younger (CKY) parsing algorithm [27, 57,
109] and generates a dependency tree to understand relationships
between words in the query.

The input to the underlying CKY parser is a context-free gram-
mar with production rules augmented with both syntactic and
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Figure 6: Pipeline of the semantic search framework. The document vectors, X from the pre-authored visualization content

and data sources, along with their corresponding encoded string tokens, S, are indexed in the semantic search framework as

two data repository indices. At search time, the query vector, 𝑞 from the input search query, “seattle house prices,” is encoded
into string tokens, and a set of relevant results are returned for both the visualization content and data sources. Using the

ranking function, T𝑖∈{𝑖𝑖 ,𝑖2,...,𝑖𝑟 } =𝑚𝑖𝑛( |𝑞 − 𝑥𝑖 |), the result set is finally ranked to return the top-scoring results.

semantic predicates to detect the following analytical intents in the
search query:

• Grouping. Partition the data into categories. E.g., ‘by’ a data
attribute.
• Aggregation. Group values of multiple rows of data together
to form a single value based on a mathematical operation.
E.g., ‘average,’ ‘median,’ ‘count,’ ‘distinct count.’
• Correlation. Statistical measure of the strength of the rela-
tionship between two data attributes (measures). E.g., ‘corre-
late,’ ‘relate.’
• Filters and limits. Finite sets of operators that return a
subset of the data attribute’s domain. E.g., ‘filter to,’ ‘at least,’
‘between,’ ‘at most.’ Limits are also a finite set of operators
akin to filters that return a subset of the attribute’s domain,
restricting up to n rows. E.g., ‘top,’ ‘bottom.’
• Temporal. Time and date expressions containing temporal
tokens and phrases. E.g., ‘over time,’ ‘year,‘ ‘in 2020’, ‘when.’
• Geospatial. Geospatial expressions referring to location and
place. E.g., ‘in Canada,’ ‘by location,’ ‘where.’

To help with detecting data attributes and values along with the
intents, the parser has access to the set of curated data sources and
their metadata. The parser then compares the n-grams to available
data attributes looking for both syntactic (e.g., misspellings) and
semantic similarities (e.g., synonyms) using the Levenshtein dis-
tance [110] and the Wu-Palmer similarity score [108], respectively
(DC2). If the parser detects one or more of the aforementioned ana-
lytical intents, it returns the intent(s) along with its corresponding
data attributes and values to the query classifier.

4.6 Semantic Search Framework

The semantic search framework primarily comprises two phases: in-
dexing and searching content and metadata in the data repositories.
This two-phase process applies to content in the data repositories,
i.e., both the curated data sources and visualization content. Figure 6
illustrates the pipeline of the semantic search framework.

4.6.1 Indexing. The indexing phase creates indices for each of the
data repositories (data sources and visualization content) along
with their metadata to support federated search in Olio (DC1).

Given a data source and visualization content with associated
metadata (i.e., attributes, data values, chart type, author name), each
file is represented as a document vector, 𝑥𝑖 , where:

X = {𝑥1, 𝑥2, ..., 𝑥𝑛} (1)

We also store n-gram string tokens from these document vectors
to support partial and exact matches in the system (DC2):

S = {𝑠1, 𝑠2, ...𝑠𝑛} (2)

where 𝑠𝑖 = Y (𝑥𝑖 ) for some encoder, Y that converts the document
vectors into a collection of string tokens of cardinality 𝑛. The orig-
inal vectors X and encoded tokens S are stored in the semantic
search engine index by specifying the mapping of the content, i.e.,
defining the type and format of the fields in the index. Olio stores
the text as keywords in the index, supporting exact-value search,
fuzzy matching to handle typos and spelling variations, and n-n-
grams for phrasal matching. A scoring algorithm, tokenizers, and
filters are specified as part of the search index settings to determine
how the matched documents are scored with respect to the input
query and the handling of tokens, such as the adding of synonyms
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from a thesaurus, removal of stopwords (e.g., ‘a,’ ’the,’ for’) and du-
plicate tokens, and converting tokens to lowercase. The complete
configuration specification is provided in supplementary material.

4.6.2 Search. Conceptually, the search phase has two steps: re-
trieval and ranking. Given an input query, 𝑞, that is represented
as a query vector, 𝑞 with query tokens 𝑞1, 𝑞2, ..., 𝑞 𝑗 ; we encode the
vector into string tokens, 𝑠 = Y (𝑞) using the same encoder, Y from
the indexing phase. The search process retrieves the most relevant
𝑟 document vectors, R = {𝑥1, 𝑥2, ...𝑥𝑟 } as candidates based on the
amount of overlap between the query string token set 𝑠 and the doc-
ument string tokens in {𝑠1, 𝑠2, ..., 𝑠𝑛}. More specifically, the scoring
function 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 maximizes search relevance by computing:

{𝑥1, 𝑥2, ..., 𝑥𝑟 } = 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖∈{1,2,...,𝑛} |𝑠 ∩ 𝑠𝑖 | (3)

Olio then ranks the vectors in the candidate search result set,
R based on 𝐵𝑀25 scoring [67] with respect to the query vector,
𝑞. BM25 is essentially a bag-of-words retrieval scoring function
that ranks documents based on the query terms appearing in each
document, regardless of their proximity within the document. It is
a preferred metric for computing similarities between vectors as
the method corrects for variations in vector magnitudes resulting
from uneven-length documents [67]. Given 𝑞, the BM25 score of a
document vector, 𝑥𝑖 is:

𝐵𝑀25(𝑞, 𝑥𝑖 ) = Σ𝑛𝑖=1𝐼𝐷𝐹 (𝑞 𝑗 ) .
𝑓 (𝑞 𝑗 , 𝑥𝑖 ) .(𝑘1 + 1)

𝑓 (𝑞 𝑗 , 𝑥𝑖 ) + 𝑘1 .(1 − 𝑏 + 𝑏. |𝑥𝑖 |𝑎𝑣𝑔𝑑𝑙
)

(4)

where 𝑓 (𝑞 𝑗 , 𝑥𝑖 ) is the number of times that 𝑞 𝑗 occurs in the
document vector, 𝑥𝑖 and 𝑎𝑣𝑔𝑑𝑙 is the average document vector
length in the search index.𝑘1 and𝑏 are constants to further optimize
the scoring function. In practice, we have found that 𝑘1 ∈ [1.2, 2.0]
and 𝑏 = 0.75 tend to provide reasonable ranking behavior. The
Inverse Document Frequency, 𝐼𝐷𝐹 , measures how often a term
occurs in all of the documents and ranks unique terms in documents
higher. It is computed as:

𝐼𝐷𝐹 = 𝑙𝑛(1 +
(𝑑𝑜𝑐𝐶𝑛𝑡 − 𝑓 (𝑞 𝑗 ) + 0.5)

𝑓 (𝑞 𝑗 ) + 0.5
(5)

where𝑑𝑜𝑐𝐶𝑛𝑡 is the total number of documents that have a value
for the given query token, 𝑞 𝑗 and 𝑓 (𝑞 𝑗 ) is the number of documents
that contains the 𝑖𝑡ℎ query term.

The 𝐵𝑀25 scoring function sorts the vectors in descending order
of normalized 𝐵𝑀25 scores, 𝑏 ∈ [0, 1], i.e., the higher the score,
the higher the rank, creating the final ranked search result set, T ,
ranked based on the minimum difference between the query and
each of the document vectors:

T𝑖∈{𝑖𝑖 ,𝑖2,...,𝑖𝑟 } =𝑚𝑖𝑛( |𝑞 − 𝑥𝑖 |) (6)

The search request is then passed to the Elasticsearch server to
compute Equations 3 and 4 and the system returns a ranked result
set of either data sources (used for Q&A) or visualization content
used for both exploratory and design search scenarios.

4.7 Q&A Module

The Q&A module interprets the analytical intent expressed in the
input search queries and dynamically generates visualization re-
sponses based on the list of top-matched data source(s) returned
from the semantic search framework, as described in Section 4.6.

Figure 7: The Q&A portion of the interface in Olio provides

interaction and scaffolding support (DC3). (A) In the case

that multiple data sources are identified as top matches to a

given search query, a drop-down list shows the ranked list

of data sources along with their corresponding percentage

match scores. (B) In the case that no valid visualization can

be generated for a given search query even though there

is a match to a data source, Olio displays a list of query

suggestions that the user could choose from to generate a

visualization response.

The module accepts tabular CSV datasets for the top-matched data
source(s) as input, and all the visualizations in the tool are created
using Vega-Lite [85] and D3 [20].

The interface and functionality for Q&A search inOlio is similar
to that of NLIs for visual analysis [44, 87, 99] with a few extensions
that are inherent to the Q&A behavior in the context of semantic
search. For instance, the interface displays text showing a match (if
any), to one or more data sources, along with a drop-down menu
of the matched data sources (DC3). A visualization is rendered
based on attributes, values, and the analytical intent in the query,
along with a text summary describing the visualization (refer to
Figure 1A). A user can peruse the drop-down list of other data
source alternatives, along with their corresponding percentage
match scores (as computed in Section 4.6.2), and choose to switch
to another data source in the drop-down list as shown in Figure 7A.
In cases where there is a match to a data source for the query, but
the tokens in the query do not resolve to valid attributes and values
within the data source, Olio displays suggested queries for the data
source (DC3), shown in Figure 7B. These query suggestions are
generated using a template-based approach presented by Srinivasan
and Setlur [98] that is based on a combination of attributes from
the data source and data interestingness metrics.

The visualization generation process for Q&A search supports
three encoding channels (x, y, color) and four mark types (bar,
line, point, and geoshape). These marks and encodings support
the dynamic generation of bar charts, line charts, scatterplots, and
maps that cover the range of analytic intents described in Sec-
tion 4.5. Olio selects the default visualization using a simplified
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version of the Show Me system [66], employing similar rules to
determine mark types based on the mappings between the visual
encodings and attribute data types (e.g., showing a scatterplot if two
quantitative attributes are mapped to the xy-channels and showing
a line chart if a temporal attribute is visualized on the x-axis with a
quantitative attribute on the y-axis).

Finally, Olio displays a dynamic text summary describing the
generated visualization (DC3).While template-based approaches [36,
60, 74] are viable options for the summary generation process, we
chose to employ a large language model (LLM)-based approach [79]
to explore its capabilities and better understand its limitations. We
initially attempted to pass the chart data as-is to ChatGPT to gen-
erate a description. However, we found the model was oftentimes
generating wrong statistics or even hallucinating depending on the
data domain context. To overcome these challenges but still provide
an eloquent description, we instead opted for a combined approach
of using both basic statistical computations and an LLM.

Specifically, the input to ChatGPT is a prompt containing a statis-
tical description that is extracted from the generated visualization
using a set of heuristics defined in prior data insight recommenda-
tion tools [31, 33, 96]. For instance, for bar charts, we identify the
min/max and average values; for scatterplots, we compute the Pear-
son’s correlation coefficient [41], and so on. Consider the search
query, “sales by region,” which results in a bar chart displaying
Sales across four Regions. An example of the statistical descrip-
tion, 𝑘𝑒𝑦𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑠 from this bar chart is:
Region: Central has a minimum value of $220 for Sales
Region: South has the maximum value of $240 for Sales
Average Sales across Region is: $230

The corresponding prompt to ChatGPT then becomes Rephrase the
following input more eloquently: \n‘${keyStats}\n’, which ultimately
generates the text summary: “The Sales in Central Region had the
lowest value of $220, while South Region had the highest value of $240.
The average Sales across all Regions was $230.

4.8 General Search Module

The general search module displays thumbnails of pre-authored visu-
alization content along with information such as title and date. The
thumbnail images are hyperlinked to the corresponding Tableau
Public workbook URLs if users choose to download or analyze
the visualization in more detail. The module enables two types of
searches: exploratory and design (DC1). Exploratory search returns
visualization results based on keyword matches (DC2) in the input
search query (e.g., “world population” in Figure 8). Design search
is a special form of exploratory search that returns visualization
results specifically for keywords containing tokens referring to vi-
sualization types, their synonyms, and related concepts (e.g., “covid
correlations” ) (DC2). Figure 9 shows examples of design search
results in Olio.

5 PRELIMINARY USER STUDY

Using Olio as a design probe, we conducted a preliminary user
study to qualitatively assess the overarching idea of combining
dynamically generated visualizations with pre-authored charts
when searching data repositories. Note that while a comparison
of Olio with other systems would be helpful in identifying their

Figure 8: Exploratory search examples. Olio displays thumb-

nail results of pre-authored visualizations based on keywords

found in the input search queries, “world population” and

“crime in usa.”

Figure 9: Design search examples. Olio displays thumbnail

results of pre-authored visualizations for combinations of

chart types (e.g., bar and line charts) as well as for analytical

concepts that allude to a specific visualization type (e.g., ‘cor-

relation’ for scatterplot).

relative strengths and weaknesses, the current state-of-the-art se-
mantic search engines [2, 6, 35] focus on web documents rather
than data repositories. In addition, existing visualization search
systems [52, 86] focus on a subset of search functionality supported
in Olio. Removing individual components for an ablation study
would be challenging due to Olio’s unified hybrid search behav-
ior. However, Olio does implement industry-standard performant
recommendations like BM25 scoring and ElasticSearch indexing.
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5.1 Participants and Setup

We recruited 11 participants (P1-P11, 6males and 5 females) through
a mailing list at a data analytics software company. Based on self-
reporting by the participants, five participants frequently searched
for data or visualization content on data repositories, four partic-
ipants had some experience with searching data repositories but
did so infrequently, and two participants had minimal experience
with search in the context of data and visualizations.

All sessions were conducted remotely via the Cisco WebEx video
conferencing software [3]. The prototype was hosted on a local
server running on the experimenter’s laptop2. Participants were
granted control over the experimenter’s screen during the session,
and all studies followed a think-aloud protocol. The audio, video,
and on-screen actions were recorded for all sessions with permis-
sion from the participants.

5.2 Procedure

Sessions lasted between 39-60 minutes (mean: 46 min.) and were
organized as follows:

Introduction [∼10min]: After providing an overview of the study
goal, the experimenter asked participants about their job roles and
prior experience with search, particularly in the context of data and
visualization. The participants were provided a brief introduction
to Olio’s interface, highlighting the four key components listed
in Figure 3. Consistent with Jeopardy-style evaluations of prior
NLIs for visualization [44], to avoid biasing participants, we did
not provide any explicit training or queries and instead allowed
participants to implicitly discover the system through the study
tasks.

Task Phase [∼25min]: Participants were asked to perform four
tasks: one task corresponding to each search goal listed in Section 3
and a fourth open-ended task where participants were allowed to
freely explore the available data sources and pre-authored visual-
izations.

For the Q&A task, participants were asked to use one or more
of the available data sources for a Jeopardy-style fact [44] about
college admissions and a directed analysis question of “listing 1-3
insights on differences between movie genres.”

For exploratory search, participants were asked to use Olio to
explore the topics of elections and colleges in the US. Participants
were encouraged to use any search terms and phrase queries how-
ever they saw fit.

To assess Olio’s support for design search, participants were
given two images and were asked to search for similar examples us-
ing the tool. The images included a treemap showing stock data and
a choropleth map of US states with an overlaid pie chart showing
product sales data.

Debrief [∼10min]: Sessions concludedwith a semi-structured inter-
view discussing the overall experience and utility of the underlying
idea, support for different search goals, and areas for improvement.

22.4 GHz MacBook Pro running macOS Ventura 13.2.1 set to a resolution of 3072 ×
1920.

5.3 Results

Overall, participants noted that the semantic search paradigm was
useful and could help accomplish their search goals in the context of
data repositories. Below, we detail participant feedback and usage
behavior with respect to the three search goals listed in Section 3.

Q&A. All participants successfully completed the two Q&A tasks
and generally appreciated the system’s ability to interpret different
phrasing variations (e.g., “tuition across us regions,” “compare movie
genres,” “What were covid cases across countries?’’́). P9, for instance,
said, “I think the system did better than what I would expect in terms
answering questions even though my questions were not good enough
to begin with.” Participants also used the system’s ability to dy-
namically generate visualizations for in-place data exploration. For
example, P3 issued a query, “What are movie budgets by genre?” that
resulted in a bar chart showing average Budget by Genre. Then,
using the metadata tooltip (Figure 2), he inspected other fields to
notice the Gross field and issued a query to visualize both Budget
and Gross. P6, P7, and P9 also exhibited a similar behavior on mul-
tiple instances suggesting that the dynamic content promoted a
state of analytic flow. Participants also appreciated the ability to
view and choose from matched data sources (Figure 7A). Specifi-
cally, participants commented that Olio provided the freedom to
“get more with less” by supporting keyword-based or open-ended
queries to retrieve multiple data sources instead of focusing on
well-phrased queries that were optimized to match a single data
source. Proposing an improvement to the current interface, how-
ever, P10 suggested that instead of rendering a visualization by
default, when there are multiple data source matches, the system
could allow first choosing a data source and then rendering the
chart to save computation resources at scale.

Exploratory search. Participants commented that Olio returned
appropriate sets of pre-authored charts during open-ended ex-
ploratory searches (e.g., ‘elections,’ ‘olympicswinners,’ ‘covid trends’).
However, we noticed that the quality of search results deteriorated
when queries went beyond keywords and included additional in-
formation such as location (e.g., ‘election results in Maryland’),
subjective concepts (e.g., ‘safest cities in the us’), or metadata prop-
erties like ‘popularity’ that were not included in our chart corpus
(e.g., ‘popular NBA charts’). Although there were mixed reactions
to the quality of search results for exploratory scenarios, all partici-
pants appreciated the form and function of the dynamic filtering
widgets (Figure 3D), commenting they “loved it” (P8, P11) and asked
“why these [dynamic filtering widgets] don’t exist in all systems to-
day?” (P10). Participants predominantly used filters to facet the
search results (e.g., choosing chart types to focus on a subset of
results or specifying a time range to focus on recent results). On
two occasions, participants (P6, P11) also leveraged the filters to
chronologically compare search results. When exploring the topic
of ‘us elections,’ for instance, P11 used the date range slider widget
to focus on charts created during the 2020 elections to those created
using the 2016 elections.

Design search. All participants successfully completed the two
design search tasks except for P1 and P5, who found only one of the
two required charts. Overall, participants were very positive about
the system’s support for searching for visualizations by design
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features, with P8 stating, “I would love to have this in Tableau Public
today.” Similarly, P7 also noted, “if all we do from this system is enable
this search by design [in other visualization repositories], I’d argue
that it can solve a lot of challenges for chart authors and especially for
someone new to visualization tools.” In terms of user behavior, as we
expected, some participants (6 out of 11) did not recollect ‘treemap’
as a chart type and instead used the data topic, the closest chart
type they could think of, or the mark type (e.g., ‘stock heatmap,’
‘finance group blocks,’ ‘square chart’). However, sinceOlio inspects
the content of the chart (e.g., titles) as well as design features (e.g.,
chart type, mark type), the system was able to return relevant
charts as some of its top results. In combination with the chart
type filter widget, this feature enabled participants to reliably find
example charts even when they could not precisely describe them.
Participants also successfully used a variety of phrasings to find the
combined map and pie chart (e.g., “examples of piemaps,” “pie+map,”
“show me charts with sales on a map with overlaid pie charts” ).

6 DISCUSSION

Besides user feedback on Olio’s support for different search sce-
narios, the study also helped identify high-level themes and user
behaviors pertaining to the semantic search paradigm.

Hybrid results facilitate a fluid and analytical search expe-

rience.When talking about the utility of the presented idea, par-
ticipants particularly appreciated the complementary nature of the
dynamically generated content and the pre-authored visualizations.
Noting the benefits of each component, P9, for instance, said, “if
there’s a question that can be answered using a data source then dy-
namically generated content like this is going to save a lot of time...
But when I’m looking for inspiration, of course, that’s not the best
way, and what I would look for is work by actual people so definitely
I see applications for both. None of them are mutually exclusive, and
I was able to utilize both of them.” P2 viewed pre-authored content
as a fail-safe for cases when there is no dynamic content stating,
“even if you don’t have a dataset that’s directly relevant to your query,
if there are visualizations, then they come up immediately, which I
really appreciate.” We also observed that the combination of the
two content types encouraged participants to introspect on the
data and findings more closely. For example, P11 issued a query,
“compare movies by genre” that generated a bar chart from one of
the available data sources, depicting that the Action genre has the
highest number of movies. However, she found a similar chart in
the pre-authored set that showed a different result and correspond-
ingly started inquiring about the data source, what dates it covered,
if certain movies were excluded, etc.

The link (or the lack thereof) between the dynamic chart and

the pre-authored content should be more apparent. Although
participants understood the differences between the two types of
results, some participants were initially confused that the dynamic
and pre-authored content did not stem from the same data source.
P7 alluded to this initial confusion about the visual layout of the
page, stating that “the page kind of creates a hierarchy that is difficult
to break. I thought that there was the data I’m looking at at the top
was getting visualized in different ways at the bottom, and that was
that.” P2 suggested adding a button above the filters in the interface
(Figure 3D) to toggle the pre-authored results to only those that

are created using the same data source as the dynamic result. This
feedback suggests that for the semantic search experience to be
effective, systems like Olio should explore interface designs that
clearly depict the relationship between content types, providing
users the option to update the content ad-hoc.

The inclusion of dynamically generated content changes user

expectations. We noticed an intriguing change in the querying
pattern for some participants (P3, P5, P7, P11) as they became fa-
miliar with the tool and experienced dynamic content as part of
the results. Specifically, once the system generated charts for a few
queries, they switched from treating Olio as a search tool using
keyword-style queries as input to more of an NLI, issuing imper-
ative system commands like “Show me a chart of tuition cost by
region” and “Display examples of treemaps showing stock market
data.” While Olio’s query parsing logic was able to accommodate
most phrasing variations, there were cases where the system no
longer met the participants’ expectations. For instance, P3 issued a
query, “show examples of charts displaying sales by state” and Olio
returned a map and bar chart for the Superstore data sources as
part of its dynamic content along with other pre-authored charts
matching the search query. However, P3 was confused by this result
as he expected the system to understand the phrase ‘show examples’
and ignore the data source search and dynamic chart rendering
altogether. When asked about the change in their querying patterns
during the session, multiple participants (P3, P11) commented that
it was a combination of Olio initially exhibiting an understanding
of well-formed natural language utterances and their recent expo-
sure to a slew of conversational interaction experiences through
language models like ChatGPT. Such mismatches in the system’s
functionality (supporting search) and the user’s expectation (con-
versational interaction with an agent) could lead to errors in a
larger scale setting, however, and should be clarified through a
combination of interface techniques and system guidance.

Textual descriptions should provide structure and contex-

tual information. Participants’ reactions to the system-generated
descriptions were lukewarm at best, with only four participants
(P4, P7, P9, and P10) commenting on them during the study. During
their comments, participants noted that the text was helpful in that
it re-iterated the key facts from the chart, making it easy to interpret
the chart, particularly when it was very dense with overlapping
marks (e.g., a multi-series line chart or a scatterplot). However,
participants felt that “text structure is too verbose” (P7) and “lacks
contextual information about what it means for a value to be high or
low,” (P11) minimizing its overall utility. Such comments suggest
that future systems investigating text generation in the context
of data repository search should not only focus on the mapping
between the generated text and chart, but also on the structure and
degree of external information in the text itself.

7 LIMITATIONS AND FUTUREWORK

Semantic search interfaces for data repositories hold promise for
helping a user navigate and explore the growing amount of vi-
sualizations and analytical assets available. While Olio received
positive feedback as a research probe, research exploring seman-
tic search for data repositories is still in its infancy. We identify
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various themes that highlight the challenges and opportunities for
supporting semantic search that are unique to data repositories.

Search precision depends on the availability and curation

quality of data sources. Similar to other semantic search experi-
ences [59, 61, 62], Q&A search utilizes a small set of curated datasets
to address analytical intents with focused responses. However, an
important aspect of search precision, especially for dynamically
generated responses, is having access to high-quality, curated data
sources with well-understood semantics. However, there is often
a disconnect between environments where users publish content
and downstream applications like search that consume the con-
tent. Participants echoed this challenge with P10 stating, “this is
a great interface and experience but will have to overcome the data
garbage problem at scale.” Authors tend to perform some amount
of curation during the publishing process but often are not pro-
vided sufficient tools to annotate, tag, or enrich their content. The
process of curation is often tedious and time-consuming. More
research should explore techniques (both semi-automated and au-
tomated) [24, 56, 83] to reduce the friction while curating content
in data repositories; this includes the de-duplication of similar or
near-similar content and the suggestion of topics and tags to help
with content discoverability and faceting. Future work should also
explore techniques to help with data curation, such as employing
LLMs for metadata enrichment, incorporating entity recognition,
synonyms, and relational extraction to help automate curation for
Q&A support.

Incorporating additional analytical assets andmetadata.Olio
currently searches over pre-authored singleton visualizations. Fu-
ture extensions should consider expanding the repertoire of analyt-
ical assets to include dashboards, data tables, and computational
notebooks [55, 77]. These forms of content have interesting impli-
cations for interpreting analytical intent, Q&A, and design search
beyond data source and visualization repositories. Further, com-
bining data repositories with document repositories could provide
additional searchable metadata to improve search precision and for
generating contextually relevant summaries alongside the results.

Need for scaffolding to orient the user. Semantic search inter-
faces support new techniques for information seeking but with the
added complexity of determining the type of queries and under-
standing the search results. Guidance and scaffolding may need to
be provided as users search across multiple data repositories of con-
tent. While Olio displays metadata for the available data sources
along with query suggestions to guide a user toward a successful
search, additional scaffolding could improve sensemaking and ex-
ploration. Recent work has explored data-driven autocompletion
for helping users formulate targeted Q&A-type queries [88] and
integrate contextual query suggestions within a person’s sense-
making environment [81]. An interesting research direction would
be to explore data scaffolds across different types of search, each
unique in its own way, in the context of a semantic search system.

Explore new search paradigms and modalities. Olio indexes
available textual content in the data repositories. However, akin
to image search, content-based search [94] that leverages visual
features could improve recall of sparse text content, particularly

for design search. Reverse image search [112] addresses the chal-
lenge for a user to guess at keywords and terms to return a specific
result that they may have in mind. Exploring reverse visualization
search, wherein a user provides a sample visualization or sketch to
discover content related to the sample visualization image, could
support richer forms of expressing design search goals. In addition
to new search paradigms, other modalities, and platforms should be
explored. Mobile devices, for example, generate large amounts of
sensor footprints (e.g., GPS, motion sensors) and user activity data
that are often missing from their desktop counterparts [40]. These
new sources of implicit and explicit user feedback are valuable for
discovering actionable content which is both situationally and con-
textually relevant to the user. Further, voice and touch modalities
could open new possibilities for query formulation and browsing
content in the data repositories.

Trust and provenance. Trust is an important issue, and users
would benefit from information that communicates the provenance
of data sources used to generate the visualization responses, along
with the ranking of pre-authored content. Exploring the inclusion
of explanations for the search results could lead to increased trans-
parency and understanding of the system behavior [84]. There are
additional challenges in an enterprise context; data and visualiza-
tion content may be private to certain teams and organizations due
to the sensitivity of the data (e.g., a human resources department
or the current revenue forecast of a business). More work needs
to explore ways to support built-in data privacy for indexing and
searching of content within these organizational boundaries.

Exploring the utility of LLMs for search. Due to their ease
of use and their fluent text-generative capabilities, LLMs are gar-
nering attention for search and conversational interfaces [71]. We
explored the use of ChatGPT to generate a summary of the dy-
namically generated visualization response for Q&A. The model
does have limitations in the types of summaries it can generate (as
described in Section 6) and challenges around higher-order numer-
acy reasoning [42]. Custom-trained GPT models could potentially
bridge this gap in higher-order analytical reasoning if they can
be trained on the data repositories employed in a semantic search
system. In addition to summary generation, other utilities for these
custom LLMs could explore automatic metadata generation from
data repositories to enrich sparse searchable text content. Under-
standing the quality and accuracy of the generated text both for
metadata ingestion and summary generation, and comparing the
resulting search experience to that of Olio, are important research
directions to pursue as future work.

8 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we explore how we can support data sensemaking
and exploration in a semantic search paradigm designed specifi-
cally for data repositories. We introduce Olio, a research probe that
realizes semantic search behavior through three types of searches:
Q&A, exploratory, and design. The system implements a novel se-
mantic search framework that leverages analytical intent derived
from the user’s query, along with searchable metadata and content
to provide a hybrid set of dynamically generated visualization re-
sponses with pre-authored visualizations. A preliminary evaluation
of Olio indicates that users find the system helpful for supporting
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a range of both targeted and open-ended data exploration activities.
As people continue to actively explore data and author visualiza-
tions, there will be an increasing amount of searchable analytical
content made available in these data repositories. The ability to
support more expressive ways to utilize the content for a wide
range of search goals will become especially important. This work
provides interesting opportunities for managing and interacting
with data beyond search; data curation and enrichment, along with
novel modalities for exploring more varieties of content can further
scaffold analytical discovery and insights.
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